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Meet the Nipper AGV

This is how agile
your production
logistics could be
The Nipper AGV is the proven solution for automated pallet transport in any production environment. 

Discover our intelligent pallet truck. Together, we will make your factory smart!

Manoeuvrable in tight spaces 
We offer the most compact AGV for horizontal pallet transport. The omni-directional drive system allows 

the Nipper AGV to move in any direction. The Nipper AGV can easily move weights of up to 1,200 kg and 

navigates tight spaces with ease. 

Meets the strictest safety requirements
Safety plays an incredibly important role in any manned production environment. The Nipper AGV meets 

the strictest safety requirements, such as ISO 3691-4. So you prevent accidents and damage.   

Smart human-robot interaction
The Nipper AGV is designed for optimal cooperation with humans. The Nipper AGV communicates with 

employees in the production environment via light signals. This way, employees can always see the 

direction of travel and status of the AGV. The AGV also shows that it has spotted an employee and displays

the distance to the employee through a stoplight colour scheme. These interactive elements make the 

Nipper AGV a reliable colleague you can count on.

Saves time and money
With our AGV, you save on man-hours, realise constant availability (24/7) and achieve ROI within 12 

months! We offer a scalable and flexible solution that requires no infrastructure and can be installed 

quickly. Thanks to our training courses, you are able to adjust the settings of the AGV yourself to changes 

in the production process.
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We shape the future of your internal transport and packaging 
process. In addition to innovation, determination, and a shift in 
approach, this requires close cooperation. We invest in solid 
partnerships whereby we approach your challenges as if they 
were our own. Jointly becoming smarter, more autonomous, and 
more flexible. That is our ultimate goal. Nipper. Smart move.

Here's why a collaboration really is going to help you.
Our compact building blocks can be integrated into any existing 
production environment, including yours.

Nipper ensures your internal transport and packaging process is 
ready for industry 4.0, which is crucial for your success.

There is no risk involved for you, as we always offer an appropriate 
test. Free of charge and without any obligation.

Your Nipper Integrator

mobile-robots.de/nipper
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